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First Annual BaRquet
Held By Knights
Of Columbus Group
On Tuesday evening, May 7,
the Ignatian Council, Knights
of Columbus held their first annual banquet at the Hitching
Post in Bridgeport. The toastcnaster for the banquet was the
new Grand Knight, Randolph
:=iarper.
The main speaker of the evening was Dr. Dolan of Ridgefield. He gave a talk on ColumBill Doyle is flanked by Carmel Quinn (left). and his date. Miss bianism and the duty of
Margaret O·Keefe. who was chosen Queen of the Prom.
Knights to the Church and to
the community. Dr. Dolan is a
past District Deputy and a past
Grand Knight.
Another highlight of the eve(Continued on Page 2)

Prom Highligllts Gala
Junior Weeli Festival

Riv<:tling the Mid-Winter Carnival as the biggest social Bishop Celebrates May
event of the year, the Junior Prorp was held at the Long- Day Mass I H
OJ
shore Country Club on May 3. An exceptionally cool 0
l
n onor
evening ushered in the beginning of the Dogwood Fes- ur B essed Mother
tival.
The outdoor music shell at

In the spaciclls ballroom the ~.- _.
soft blue and amber lights of the May." The results of an
shone on the dancing couples
as they stepped to the lilting election held earlier in the
rhythms of the Chic Cicchetti week were contained in a
Orchestra.
sealed envelope. Miss Margaret
CARMEL QUINN ATTENDS O'Keefe of Ridgefield, escorted
Prom chairman Ed Reynolds by William Doyle, '58, received
started the evening's formal the royal crown. Members of
. . .
.
d·
M·
her court were Janet St. Pierre
actiVIties by mtro ucmg .. ISS f B ·d
t Pt·· B
Carmel Quinn of the Arthur 0
n gepor, a nCIa rennan
Godfrey Show. Miss Quinn,' also of Bndgeport, MISS JohanQueen of the Dogwood :~esti- na. Mary .Cornell of Hamden,
val, was presented with a ~s~ bJamce ~em~l?gwa~.1 of
bouquet" of roses, and express- RaeI' ~ry;, an . hISS
1 een
ed her thanks. After singing
yan 0 '...... reenWIC.
"When Irish Eyes Are SmilFollowing the
ceremonies,
ing," the pretty TV songstress the orchestra played a series
was given a set of crystal ros- of fox trots, waltzes, and Latin
ary beads by Vince Martin who rhythms separated by a few
spoke on behalf of the Uni- bop and jitterbug numbers, Miss
versity.
Quinn scarcely had a chance
Moments later Vince Martin to leave the dance floor, favorintroduced the six finalist who ing several members of the
vied for honors as the "Queen junior class with dances.

Many 1957 Graduates Faculty Member Ends
Receive Scholarships
Study OJ State's
To Continue Education P enlll Institutions
This June Fairfield will graduate its seventh senior class.
Their days of preparation and
of planning are for the most
part over, the class of '57, as
all those before them, will finally venture out to give themselves the acid test of actually
doing and putting to practice
the talents so long in develop(Continued on Page 9)

Under the guidance of Rev.
John L. Bonn, S.J. a pair of
sociology students, Santine Capria and Eugene Michaels, undertook a survey of the religious
facilities of our state's correctional institutions.
During the week of January
28 Capria and Michaels visited
Wethersfield
Prison,
Niantic
(Continued on Page 9)

Alumni Field was the setting
for the annual May Day Mass
III honor of Our Blessed Mother
on Tuesday, May 14.
The Most Rev. Lawrence J.
Shehan, Bishop of Bridgeport,
celebrated the solemn pontifical
high Mass, which was attended
by more than 1,700 University
and Prep students and faculty
b
Th
bl·
mem ers.
e pu IC was also
invited.
Rev. Francis X. Carty, S.J.,
principal of Fairfield Prep served as deacon, and the Rev.
Edward Fayne, S.J., assistant
principal, was sub-deacon. T.
Everett McPeake, S.J., was the
arch-priest.
Deacons to the Bishop were
Rev. Richard Rooney, S.J., and
Rev. Edmund Hogan, S.J., both
of the University faculty.
Masters of ceremonies were
the
Right
Rev.
Monsignor
George Curtiss, chancellor 6f
the Diocese of Bridgeport, and
Rev. Vincent Cleary, diocesan
director of schools..
The sermon was dehvered by
Rev. Joseph Mahoney, S.J., of
the Prep faculty.
Music was provided by Rev.
Thomas Murphy, S.J. of Prep,
organist, and the Fairfield University Glee Club under the
direction of Simon Harak.
The Glee Club sang "The
Mass of the Shepherds" by Pietro Yon, "Hail Mary," and
"Holy God." Soloists were RonaId Skurat and William Doyle.
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Pltilosophy Symposium Held
By Aquinas Academy, May 2
The Fairfield University Aquinas Academy presented
its annual symposium in Berchmans Auditorium on
Thursday, May 2. Fourteen Seniors displayed keen philosophical insight and fine abifity to apply the facts of
philosophy to modern trends and scientific advances.
The first group dealt primari-<~'~------------
ly with the latest trend in philosophical thought, New Real- Senior Week Features
ism. Bob Visokay and Gene Dance At Waverly Inn;
Michael discussed the absence of
psychology in their (the New Other Events Planned
Realists) theories, positing certain reasons for said absence,
One of the highlights of the
and pointing out that certain year's end for the seniors this
bases which are found in year will be Senior Week. The
Scholastic Philosophy have not appointed committee reports a
as yet been incorporated into promising program which will
the doctrines of the new group, include the following features:
this having some significance
June 9th, Sunday, will begin
in the lack of psychology.
this week with Holy Mass and
a Communion Breakfast in
Bill O'Keefe, George Grom, Loyola Hall at which Rev.
and J?ave McCarthy tre~ted the Thomas J. M. Burke, S.J. of the
questIOn of law, es~ecially of Jesuit Missions will be speaker.
the Natural Law. Blll pomted Mass will be at 10:00 o'clock.
~ut some of. ~he f~lse assump- At 2:00 p.m. Class Day exer•.IOns and fallmgs m the New cises will take place. At 8:00
Reahsts concept of the Natural p.m. the Bacalaureate will be
Law. George criticized the writ- held at St. Thomas Church on
ings which exhibited the New the Post Road in Fairfield Rev
Realist position on the :rela- Charles F. Donovan, S.J.· Dea~
tion b2tween the Natural Law of the School of Education at
and. the Social. Orde~.. Dave .in- Boston College, will deliver the
veshgated theIr posihon :WIth sermon. Monday, at 7:00 p.m.
regard to the most pertment the Class Dinner will be held
top!c of the day, that of Inter- at Loyola Hall. Richard J~yce
natIOnal Law and World Gov- Smith will be guest speaker.
ernment, showing its good Tuesday June 11th at 10:30
points. and criticizing the flaws a.m., Rt. Rev. Msgr. John S.
m theIr theory.
Kennedy, editor of the Catholic
Bob Imbro and Frank Mat- Transcript, will address the
(Continued on Page 4)
seniors.

Labor Writer Victor Riesel
Challenges Union Officials
On Thursday, May 2, Victor Riesel, at a lecture sponsored by the Ah,lmni Association, challenged local
teamsters' and Mine Smelters' union leaders to rebuff
the crooked leadership of racketeers and communists in
their respective unions. The f1.respitting courageous
crusader attached the ayoidance of the issue by local
leaders through the medium of silence. Mr. Riesel wanted to know if it was a forced silence pushed upon the
local leaders.
The columnist pointed out~~------------
that in his lectures he doesn't
discuss the honest men in
'nlver~uty Retains
unions and the gains made by NFCCS Comnlissions
the unions, but rather that his
purpose is crusading
against
A fourteen man delegation
"the grim fascist network of represented Fairfield Univerunderground criminals in uniOllls sity at the New England Refostered by communism." He gional Congress of NFCCS held
cited Dave Beck as a typical in Worcester on May 3, 4 and 5.
example of crooked union lead- They were accompanied by
ership. He pointed out that in NFCCS Moderator Father HohChicago poultry dealers could mann and Father Rooney who
r;ot sell eggs without paying a was guest speaker at the work"terror tax" to crooked union shop presented by the MariIeaders. He also charged that the ology Commission.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
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Labor R'eview
by KEVIN DONNELLY
It is unfortunate for labor
that the "Beck Affair" should
come at this time. The drift of
the past few years has been to
the detriment of the labor
movement. Organized labor is
in a period of transition. Because their legitimate role in
the economy of this ,::ountry
has been denied for such a long
time, when they finally gained legal sanction, they developby Pete BaldeUi
ed in a rush of member and
problems.
Now,
the
initial
Dear Camille:
problem of acceptance has been
3ettled in the more industrial
I just want to congratulate you on that last Fairfield
parts of the country and '~he baseball bame. Boy, was our coach surprised when you
complex problem ·Jf building
an enduring instituition, insur- jumped out of the stands, pushed the ump out of the
ing a measure of justice and way and pitched a no-hitter for five innings. It's too bad
order in an area where '~hese you got thrown out of the game. But you shouldn't have
qualities have been lacking, . .
. ,
presents itself.
hIt that umpIre. After all, he was nght. You re not supOLD TYPE LABOR LEADER' posed to drink beer on the playing field.
Mr. Beck is of the older
h"
h
f
b' t
type of labor leader. He took
Well, t IS IS anot er great season or our OCCI eam,
part in gigantic early strug- coached by Mr. Donnarumma. Our team has bought new
gles of labor. His role in helpuniforms and new bocci balls and Father Lyons is selling provide a voice to t h e . .
I
I
'
f
b'
t U
many Teamsters in what con- mg pIZZa and pans to ax cement or a OCCI cour.
p
cerns them the most cannot to now the boys have been practicing on the roof of
be but acknowledged and ap- Loyola but the balls keep falling off and denting the
preciated. However the recent
' . .
f h- d
B
h' h
b
disclosures of financial mani- cars parked In front 0 t e orm.
ut t IS as een a
pu.ations. and his behavior great season, anyway. Next week our team, the Mafia,
before the Senate committee. goes to Italy to plav for the world championship.
have cast a shadow over Beck
and the entire labor moveOur water polo team is doing great, too. ThIs year
ment: It has. provided both they're holding their games in Bellarmine Pond. They're
labor s . ene~l1les and also
1'11 d agcring the pond
for. .
the .
losers of last week's
game.
those mIsgUIded people who S I r b
.
.
still regard it as something And Father Small IS choppmg down trees for ShIllelaghs
foreign and "unAmerican:' for our new Shillelacrh team organized by the Irish
with. s~eming proof for their
t d t Next w eek
Meany'
convichons.
S U en s.
. is bringing up his squad
By its scope and by its na- from Jamaica for the first meet of the year.
ture, the unions attempts to
This promises to be another winning season- for our
organize itself into a just and
h t t am expertly ~oached by Sue Betlach and
ordered SOCIety, concerns us all. croc e
e
,
"
It is a public problem. Sensa- managed by Marie Ganung.
tional disclosu~es of. cor:uption
Yours Sincerely,
and gangsterIsm In UnIons,
while they may speed a houseOscar
cleaning, may also have the opposite effect of making a reform
impossible. If labor is forced to
defend its right to exist again,
The staff of the 1957 :Manor
According to Dave McCarthy,
the real problem of disciplining
and reform will have to be T. O'Toole -& Sons, Publishers have given us some indication
of the 1957 Manor, have an- that the yearbook will be a
placed second.
It would be ironic if the de- nounced that the book will be change in style and cover from
fenders should use the ;,ame in the hands of the staff during those of the past. It will be
formulae of reform that the the 'last week in May. It will eagerly awaited by seniors and
radicals have used against then be distributed to the dass. underclassmen alike.
them. There is an abuse in an
institution, therefore get rid of
(he institution.

In the recent student council elections, the results of
the Junior Class showed more votes than were actually. cast. In other words, some power hungry group stuffed the ballot box with extra votes. We don't know the
results, so we can't point an accusing finger at any individual clique. This type of politicking is usually reserved for a totalitarian state. Although, we are not
as naive to not believe that this sort of voting takes
place in many municipal and national elections throughout the country. But we are Catholic men, being educated to carry our moral views into the stream of every
day life.
If we have no moral principles now, how can we expect to put them to use later in life. To be more plain,
if we are nothing but a sneaking bunch of cheats now,
surely we will develop these traits in future years.
These elections are held, at least we believe, to install
a representative group of the student body on the council. Yet, it appears as if there are some who are out to
thwart this goal. They are bent on the idea of geUing
their buddies, disregarding his ability, into office. But,
isn't this a bit childish? Surely some of you boys have
come to the age of reason, and should realize that this
type of action certainly isn't for the good of the many.
Don't you think it is about time that you grew up? Take
off your knickers and high socks. Oh yes! Take your
thumb out of your mouth.
A member of the student council expressed the opinion that it might have been a mistake on the part of the
polling aUendants. However, this opinion was found to
be invalid when it was discovered that students who
hadn't attended school that day' had had their nam.es
crossed, indicating they had voted. Now, this is positive
proof that the election was used merely as an instrument by a power hungry group.
We might add, that the results 0.£ the elections for
officers of the Junior Class was also under som.e suspicion. This being, because approximately every junior
participated in the election. Now, it is absurd to expect
us to believe that every junior was in school and took
the time and effort to cast a ballot.
Ii seems as if our only hope lies in the fact that these
self appointed leaders will possess the leadership qualities that they think they have. If not, wouldn't it be a
disastrous situation to have a bunch of imcom,petents
on the council? Surely, men, we are not using our
heads. And isn't that what we're coming to school for to beUer our understanding? This recent election proves
that we are not atUaining our final goal.
Ii certainly expresses a mockery of our dem.ocratic
way of life, and most assuredly indicates a corruption
KOFC
(Continued from Page 1)
of our Catholic teaching. Ii just shows we haven't
ning was the presentation of a
reached the age of maturity. Think it over, KIDS! ! !

Tennis Anyone?
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past Grand Knight pin to .John
Flaherty,
the
first
Grand
Knight of the Ignatian Council.
Honored guests at the banquet included State Deputy,
Tom Parks; District Deputy,
John Sullivan; Mr. Robert Pitt;
Fr. McPeake, S.J.; Chaplain of
the Council, and Paul McCarthy,
class of '56, now employed by
the Supreme Council, Knights
of Columbus.
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Manor Announcement

EDITORS-IN -CHIEF
William Keish, '58 - Paul Nagy, '57

. Back in September of this academic year, a sm.all
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
."
1
h
f 1
David F. Barry, 57 - Edmund F. Measom, '57
group of tenms enthusia~ts on campus ta ked ope ul y
of a varsity tennis team for ihis ~pring. Under the capaFeature Editor
News Editor
ble tutelage of Father James W. Ring S. J., a former
William Lavery, '59
Dick Cummings, '59
-"
"I
coach at Boston Co1lege, thiS group held outdoor dri Is
Sports Editor
Business Manager
into late October in anticipation of the approaching seaLarry Lessing, '59
Robert
Kaulbach,
'59
so·n. Despite the fact that the administration r·efused r;;~~~~~~~~~~~I
to give it official recognition, the "tennis team" underExchange Editor
Sal Gilbertie, '58
took a modest, but challenging schedule. To date they Fairfield Laundromat
have dealt sound thrcl.l;hings to the University of BridgeFEATURE STAFF: ~. Spencer, A. Greer, M. Wolcott, S. Ryan,
CLOTHES
port varsity and the Wesleyan J.V:s
F. O'Rourke, P. Baldetti, T. Combs, M. Glean, J. Breen, E.
WASHED and DRIED
Now they are 10Qking forward to next spring when,
Rizy, J. O'Connell, W. Buckmir, R. Carroll, J. Chester,
they hope the administration will give them the recogniP. Grimes, K. Donnelly.
REASONABLE RATES
tion and necessary financial support to engage an inNEWS STAFF: J. Redgate, E. Sittnick, G. Gengras, J. Croake,
tercollegiate schedule on a full-time basis. We hope that
J. Sargent, P. Swanson, A. Giordano.
1227 Post Road
Fairfield
those in a position to mC1:ke this a reality will exercise
Opp. Post Office
SPORTS STAFF: E. Garrity, R. Martin.
their power. We know that the administration knows a
good thing when it sees it.
ART STAFF: R. Warfle, W. Curley.

.
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To my many readers who
have asked me to discuss careers in the scientific field, I
dedicate this final issue of the
Stag.
Fairfield has a 'top notch'
physics department for those
who are interested in this fascinating :;cience.
Now there are some 15,000
practicing physicists in the
United States, compared to approximately 9,000 in 1948. Their
major fields of employment:
private industry (about 40 per
cent): educational institutions
(33 per cent); government agencies (about 17 per cent). Graduation totals in this field have
been declining 1949-1956 when
a peak number of 3,414 B.S. degrees were awarded; the downward trend is expected to extend through 1958.
SHORTAGE OF PHYSICISTS
The current shortage of physicists is expected to continue
another five to ten years, particularly for those with advanced degree·s. Increasing technical
complexity of our civilization
insures a continuing need for
physicists. Atomic energy has
opened new fields for physicists
and demand is certain to increase if private industry takes
over the development of atomic
energy.
The best current prospects
are in the following industries:
electrical machinery, professional and scientific equipment,
chemicals, technical services,
communications and petroleum.
Government laboratories and
educational
institutions
also
offer good opportunities.
The industrial areas of the

Mid-West and Pacific
Coast states are the areas most
in need of physicists.
A B.S. degree is minimum
requirement,
but
graduates
training is imperative for top
jobs.
If you have a good mathematical mind; interest in mechanical devices; a high level
of intelligence; initiative; imagination; thoroughness; patience you will be very successful in a field of this nature.
The physicist applies pure
knowledge to solve problems
concerning phenomena of inanimate matter. He works in the
laboratory, probing unexplored
fields. Typically a physicist
studies the fading of dyes, drug
actions, behavior of metals,
plastics, and rubber under conditions of use. A Biophysicist
develops new medical equipment.
STARTING SALARY
ABOUT $4.000
The salary of a physicist with
a B.S. degree starts at about
$4,000 per year in industry and
$3,500 in federal civil service.
With master's degree, physicists start at about $4,000 in
federal civil service and $5,000
in industry. The Ph.D starts
about $5,000 in college job,
$5,600 in federal service, and
$6,000 or higher in industry. At
peak income level, generally
about the twenty-year experience mark, college salaries
range from $6,000 to $12,000;
industrial salaries from $8,000
to $15,000; government salaries,
between $7,000 and $9,000.
CHA1.LENGING WORK
The work is interesting, challenging and varied; satisfaction
of working in a field in which
new frontiers are opening constantly, with consequent possibilities for individual profes:;ional recognition.
There are disadvantages also:
long periods of preparation, and
long hours.
May I take this opportunity
to thank you for showing a sincere interest in this column.
May you all have a most enjoyable summer. See you next
fall.

Vail Survey Reports
On Plans Of Seniors
A recent poll of 124 seniors
conducted by Dr. James Vail's
class in "Methods of Social Research" revealed the following
facts. Of the 124 graduating
seniors, 56 are enrolled in professional and graduate schools,
52 have accepted positions in
the occupational field, and 16
are headed for a tour of duty
with the armed forces.
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Law School
19
Medical School . .
8
Education
4
Seminary
2
Dental School
2
Foreign Service
I
Arts and Sciences
20
Physics
4
HOME-RUN CHAM PION, SAYS:
Chemistry
3
Biology
3
Psychology
3
Economics
3
Undecided
2
OCCUPATIONAL FIELD
Business
29
Indefinite
17
Teaching
8
Publishing
I
Professional Golf
I
ARMED SERVICES
Army
9
Navy
4
Marines
2
Air Force
I
Those who conducted the poll
are Santine Capria, Anthony S MOOT H! From the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only
Copertino,
Lewis
Cotignola, the Smooth Flavor Leaf ... Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness!
William Flood, Wes Gregory,
Donald
Hornbecker,
Donald
McGee, Eugene Michael and
Stephen Zelle.

!Uciett;WaJt!/e,

"VICEROY HAS
THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL"

State Officers Visit
Young Democrat Club
Attending the Young Democrats meeting of May 1 at 8:30
p.m. were Mr. Norman P.
Ziedenberg and Mr. Raymond
Salvatori, State Board Chairman and Publicity Director of
the Connecticut Youn·g Democrats Organization. The visitors
observed club procedure and
approved its constitution. Mr.

1~===========================i11
Z iedenberg
ceptance
to

v.

JOY~ INC.
GENERAL INSURANCE

JAMES

Prompt Service - Reliable Companies
ED 4-6179 -

Phones -

FO 8-1661

955 Main Street. Bridgeport. Conn.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER
ANNOUNCES:

pledged
acthe stateformal
organiza-

bon.
The Young Democrats sent a
delegation to the New England
Inter-Collegiate Convention in
Boston, May 10-11. Senator
John Kennedy was the main
speaker. They were also represented
at the
Connecticut
Young Democrats Convention
in Waterbury on the same dates.
President Bill Lavery has announced that the club's membership has increased to 37 active members. Also in the plans
for the future are intentions for
an inter-collegiate club for
Young Democrats in Connecticut. The campus organization
hopes to hit one hundred in
next September's merbership
drive.

MICKEY MANTLE'S ADVICE:

''$MOKt.01/1lR.
SMO Itl

Vlt£~

AN OPENING FOR YOUNG MAN WITH INTERESTS
IN SELLING AND OFFICE PROCEDURES, TO TRAIN
FOR:

GREEN COMET
DINER

SALE OF ACCOUNTING MACHINES
Contact:

"Tops in Town"
90 Kings Highway Cut-Off

FRANK MACDONALD
ED 5-5171

Fairfield. Conn.
Tel. FO 8-9471
Cl1957. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Coi'P.
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Open Letter . . . I
Dear Sir:
We have just completed another Festival Weekend at
Fairfield. I am writing this
letter because I consider that
event a classic example of another Fairfield U n i v e r sit Y
"flop". It was most certainly a
perfect proof of why ·the -university is not considered a
"social" school. It was a "flop"
as far as atendance and cooperation of the .student body
went.
I know there have been
many letters and notices
abo;.;t the ~ack of interest of
the student body in all activities. For my part, thes·e
notices and letters all are too
nice. I hope that what I say
hen will insult every studeni w:ho reads this. Maybe
then we will stir up at least
a controversy, maybe then
we will at least stop our
crying, and criticizing, and
"loaning and get up and do
something.
First of all, we are not a
"socia:" school because we
don't want to be. We are too
cheap! All we can do is sit
back and cry about what we
don't have; what other schools
have, and then we are content
to put all the blame on the administration, the faculty, the
strictness of the .J esuits and
every other conceivable person or group, as long as we
do not put the blame on ourselv,=s.
Let's be fair and square.
'The faculty and the adminis-

traiion are here for one purE=ose, and that is to try to
FOl.lnd some knowledge into
our thick skulls. (That is
abo:.:t as big an undertaking
as anyone could ev·en dream
oil) Thei.r job is not to have
':anc2s. not to make sure we
have a good basketball or
basEball team, not to make
sure we have a successful
Carn:val Week9nd. That job
lies with us. the student body.
W-= are the schooL we are the
spirit, we an th-= activiiies.
II a dance or a social acticity
is not a success, we fouled
up! If there is no school
sp!rH, we don't have any
f7ir1t.
I admit our scholastic duties
do come first, above all. I :llso
know that there are other
Jesuit schools, with the .same
':>asic curriculum as W2 have,
which have the cooperation of
the student body. 'There ::Ire
plenty of other Jesuit :3chools
that are "Big Time". But, they
they are "Big Time" because
their students make them that
way.
There is one basic assumption that every committe
starts with here at Fairfield
"The only ones who will be
interested will be the ones

.

~~:g ~~~e~~ :~ ;~n a~~X:;~

STAG
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showing that we all are ::ICcepting the responsibility of
making our school a success,
then we will have something
to boast about. This ::Ipplies in
3.11 sports, social affairs, student activities and clubs. Until
we wake up - let's shut up!

"other guy". Let's blame ourselves and start taking some of
the responsibility away from
the minority.
I would like to end by saying that if I have insulted or
offended anyone-then that is
exactly what I have attempted
'to do. WAKE UP!
Brian Boland '59

We were asked to give one
insignificant meas"y 1 itt I e
doBar for a student activity'
fee. I can still hear moaning.
AQUINAS
One dollar, and you'd think
(Continued from Page 1)
we'd bee n asked for a
thousand. Just stop and hews spoke on the New Realist
think for a second what a theories on the aesthetic plane,
dollar will buy. Think for a discussing the fact that the
second how long it takes you modern group is bringing the
to earn a dollar. We wouldn't concept of "Ontic Status", an
hesitate to give a dollar tip objective basis of beauty back
in a restaurant. How many into the aesthetic scene in
beers can you buy for a dolreaction to the modern concept
;,a1:.? Practically everyone on 'of beauty as being in the eye
the campus let out a bellow of the viewer only and having
that could be heard clear to no objective norms of criticism.
Long Island. This tax was Although the New Realists
not assessed by the faculty, have posited no definite norms,
it was assessed by the Stud- Bob and Frank felt that they
ent CounciL your representa- would logically include the
tives. They even went so far Scholastic norms such as truth
as to give you a detailed re- and unity.
port of what they used the
money for. It was for our
activities, activities beneficial
to all of us. Many schools assess Fifty dollars per year

The second group also discussed the validity of the
theory of evolution, pointing
out many of the flaws in .said
theory.
Through, the use of the
thermodynamic principle of entropy, the men theorized as to
the beginning and end of the
world, the· need of an extramundane -control of the order
of the world, the existence of
God, and the position of physics
and science in relation to
Natural Theology.
The science discussion was
excellently presented by Bob
Piscatelli, Vin Paolillo, Al Avitabile, Ted Larkin, John Nolan,
Ed Garcia, George Morrissey.

HENRY'S MEN'S SHOP

::=e d:~~~: ~~~~;:~dA~:t~~:;

have to get something or we
was asked of you was one
don't even give the project
measly dollar. HOW CHEAP
a second look.
CAN YOU GET!
The freshmen don't cooperSo let's get together. Let's
ate with the sophomores; the channel some of the effort and
seniors want nothing to do with energy we use to make excuses,
the juniors, and so on. We toward something w 0 r thy.
should all get behind every I Let's quit blaming the faculty,
organization. When we start the Jesuits, the cliques, the

The science group disproved
the modern idea that philosophy is to be ruled out of science
completely. They showed that
science is based on philosophical premises and that the
modern misapprehension that
philosophy should be subordinate to the findings of science is
fallacious.

Style Mart Clothes - Haggar Slacks
Van Heusen Shirts
Take advantage of your student discount.

Phone CLearwater 9-5841

I

1539 Post Road

F airfield. Conn.

Mokt ~~ wAA 'W~!
INST N

• What's all the shouting about? Winston
flavor! It's rich, full - the way you want
it! What's more, the exclusive Winston

wins the cheers for flavor!

filter does its job so well the flavor really
comes through, so you can enjoy it. For
finer filter smoking, switch to Winston!

R. J. REYNOLDS

TOBACCO CO.,

Switch to WINSTON America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!

WINSTON·SALEM, N.

c.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Lively Arts of . Sister
This Hallowed Ground by
Bruce Catton, Doubleday, New Gervaise (Bonn Kennedy 1957)!
York, 1956, $4.95
'/
As is evident from the title,
By KEVIN DONNELLY
Gervaise takes place in and
Every country has a period around a convent and. deals
of its history that is the object with nuns. Perhaps the first
of particular attention. To us in
startling thing is that there is
the United States it is the Civil
War. The gallantry of the un- no religious fanatic, no mental
dermanned South, and the abil- case, no jilted sweetheart, no
ity of its leaders, pitted against great reformed sinner evident.
the man-rich North and the Yet, probably to the surprise of
resolute Grant, have combined many novelists, this novel atto clothe the conflict in a man- mosphere still has excitement
tle of romance. Underlying this left. By its well drawn likestory-book notion lies a bitter nesses and seeming authenticand bloody conflict which split ity, it needs none of the coma nation.
mon melodrama but utilizes the
humor and drama of real life.
END OF JEFFERSONIAN
DEMOCRACY
Sister Gervaise's appreciation
The Civil War marks the end and devotion for art and her
of any hope for a Jeffersonian valiant struggle against unarty
Democracy. The weight of pastors and minstrel shows and
Northern cities, then being statues of Our Lady with roses
flooded with the first wave of around her feet, the general
immigration and the rising tide misconceptions of the world
of the Industrial Revolution make the main plot. The side
stood opposed to the quiet cot- plots are different love angles,
ton kingdom of the South. triangles and squares: a man's
There were two different minds love for his overbearing wife,
growing further and further a young girl's struggle to regain
apart, defying compromise, un- love, Gervaise's love for her
til it was; flamed into passion pupils, diverse and delightful
puppy loves, even the sisters'
by the slavery question.
Wars are fought by men, 'be love for the over-affectionate
they Gener-al or drummer-boys and very large housedog. Conand the story of any war is stantly disaster threatens, tragessentially their story. Those edy is poised, only to be escapwho have read the Pulitzer ed or delayed. When misfortune
Prize-winning "A Stillness at does occur, it 'is mitigated by
Appomattox" are familiar with Gervaise's fortitude and courMr. Catton's talent. Through his age. And then, gradually and
ability as a scholar and his quietly, the story expires. Perequal ableness as a writer, the haps sadly, also.
The book ponders on the
story of the war unfolds in a
rhythm of its enduring effect church-art controversy. Should
on the Union and on the move- church art necessarily be good
ments of armies. Interspersed art? Why has it always in the
in this area are those who main been bad art? Can it be
fought the war. It is their com- excused for its badness for a
ments in their letters to home greater good? Gervaise provides
and in' their diaries which some thought-enticing answers,
and some good reading.
ma1.:e this history, human.
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ers the advantage of TRIP, the
Travelers' Recreation and Information Program. One of last
year's tour-goers says of TRIP,
"Almost all of us availed ourselves of its many services and
some of us. helped behind the
scenes to organize and present
the activities. There was always
something to do . . . The heads
of the various activities were
capable, well-trained people.·
The organization s p 0 n s 0 r s
games, dances, dance lessons,
tournaments, panel discussions
(often on current foreign affairs), lectures, religious activities, a daily newspaper, lessons
in many different languages,
and talks and films especially
for immigrants."
What about other CYTO tour
facilities? The overland travel
by modern motor coach has inspired such comments as, "The
bus was beautiful and the driver very courteous." "Our bus
driver . . . spoke German and
English fluently and enough of
the other languages to get
along. He was witty, intelligent,
and considerate, and often told
us the historical and geographical facts of the country we
were travelling over."
"People ask me 'how was my
trip' and I say 'wonderful.' This
is a gross understatement. It
was the most fascinating experience of my short life.
Everything I see and do and
learn now is colored with what
I learned in Europe."
For further information, contact your campus travel chairman, or write to Catholic Youth
Travel Office, One Thomas Circle, Washington 5, D.C.

The Webster dictionary defines Calypso as: "a ballad-like
.
. t'
, Af'
h
ImprOVlsa IOn In.
ncan r ythm, often a satIre on current
events, composed and sung by
th
t'
f T ' 'd d" Al
e na Ives 0
nm a .
though many ~f the present
day "calypso hIts" appear to
d'ff
h t f
thO d fi
1 er somew a
rom
IS e nition, the ~asic style with
countless
vanatIOns
has taken
'
't"
a1 1ea d mg
pOSI
IOn
In
our popu.
ld
ar mUSIC ne .
As far back as 1942 a
calypso tune called "Rum
and . C~ca Cola:' written by
a Tnnldad composer. was recorded
by
the
Andrews
Sisters and made a big hit.
Many performers have likewise used calypso melodies
for some time, but it has
only been recently, with the
great assistance of Harry
Belafonte and his popularity
as a calypso folk singer. that
the influence has caught on
to such a tremendous extent.
Actually. the night clubs
throughout the country first
presented calypso to the
American public and it is
still these places of entertainn

ment that hold the best and
truest forms of calypso music.
Many calypso songs that have
gained recognition through rehave been too affected by the
influence of rock and roll, almost so much that they lose
the sound of native calypso.
According to native musicians,
calypso in its true form emphasizes the lyrics rather than
the melody, and is identified by
a distinctive beat and rhythm
all its own. Basic calypso is
African with a mixture of
French and Spanish, and therefore is not always sung in English. Typical instrumentation
for playing calypso is banjo,
rumba box guitar and drums
b
'
,
,
ut of course as Amencans
have altered the sound of
cal pso so have the had an
y
y .
effect on the types of Instrum t u d
- ~~eth~~' Americanized
or
co mp 1e t
.
e I
y t
na'Ive, ca 1ypso IS
h ere t 0 say,
t ta l eas t f or awh'l
1 e.
Because of its long history and
varied background it is a most
interesting type of entertainment and certainly a credit to
America's music.
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Spalla's Barber Shop
Andrew L. Spalla, Prop.
-

4 BARBERS-

1561 Black Rock Turnpike

(Tunxis Hill Cutoff)
Fairfield, Conn.

NFCCS Offers Summer Tours
April 3, 1957. Thinking of a
summer in Europe? Thinking
this might NOT be the summer
to go? The Catholic Youth
Travd Office asks you to think
again, because this summer
CYTO can give you better
value than ever before in one
of its four European tours.
Travel conditions in Western
Europe remain better than
good, according to reports in
the March 11 issue of TIME
magazine and the March 3 International Travel Section of
the New York TIMES. This
means that this summer is the
time to take advantage of the

continuing low rates for CYTO
tours, sponsored by the National Federation of Catholic College Students.
For less than $1000, students
on CYTO Tour "D" visit ten
European nations a value
that
challenges
comparison.
Tour "A" takes the tour-goer
to the six countries that are
"musts" for only $695. Further
information on these and on
tours "B" and "C" is available
from your NFCCS travel chairman.
CYTO Membership in the
Council on Student Travel gives
students on Europe-bound lin-

FORCED TO SELL
GUARANTEED NEW
FIRST QUALITY
BEAUTIFULLY LINED
FAMOUS MAKE

WHITE DINNER COATS
You Still Have Time To Get In On The

70th ANNIVERSARY SAtE
Come right down to Howland's for amazing Savings

We Specialize in Men's Formal Wear

on Sports Wear, Suits, Accessories, Sporting Goods and
many other items you'll need all through Summer!

Men's Wear, Street Floor

WLAND'S

MERIT T AILORIS
CALL VO 6-3679 FOR AN EVENING APPOINTMENT

79 WASHiNGTON ST.. SO. NORWALK, CT.
ONE FLIGHT UP
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* * *

Oh. John! Look at the Birdie.

A GALA AFFAIR

Carmel sings

* * *

Peter. you look surprised.

Page Seven
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A PICTORIAL REVIEW OF THIE JUNIOR PROM

Look, Ma, it's me.

The Queen and Her Court

Page Eight

Coming Events • • •
SATURDAY. MAY 25
Varsity Baseball. Fairfield vs St. John·s. away
THURSDAY. MAY 30:
Feast of the Ascension. Holyday
Memorial Day. holiday
SATURDA Y. JUNE I
Varsity Baseball. Fairfield vs Holy Cross. away
COMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES
FRIDAY. JUNE 7:
Senior Stag Party
SATURDAY. JUNE 8:
Senior Picnic
SUNDAY. JUNE 9:
9 A.M. - Mass and Holy Communion in Loyola Chapel
10 A.M. - Communion Breakfast
SPEAKER-Reverend Thomas J. M. Burke. S.J.
2 P.M. - Class Day Exercises
8 P.M. - Baccalaureate Sermon at St. Thomas' Church.
Fairfield
SPEAKER-Reverend Charles F. Donovan. S.J..
Dean. School of Education. Boston College
MONDAY. JUNE 10:
7 P.M. - Class Dinner at Loyola Hall
SPEAKER-Attorney Richard Joyce Smith.
Member. Conn. State Board of Education
TUESDAY. JUNE II:
10:30 A.M. - Commencement Exercises. Address to the
Graduates - Right Reverend Monsignor John S. Kennedy.
Editor. The Catholic Transcript
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 12:
7 P.M. - Senior Dinner Dance

NFCCS

labor, but urging the adoption
of protective policies for the
health and welfare funds as
The usually unchallenged bid well as the cleaning of their
for the Family Life Commission respective houses by the unions
found itself. the one of conten- themselves.
tion between two opponents
A Fairfield amendment was
this year. St. Joseph College in passed to the labor resolution.
Hartford presented a bid chal- It urged the use of all possible
lenging Fairfield's right to hold means on the part of Catholic
the Commission. However, a College students as well as all
successful program and bid Catholics - such means include
were adequately presented by letters to legislators, etc. - to
prospective
Chairman
John insure that legislators and conCroake and Senior Delegate gressmen do not use the present
Dave McCarthy, and Family labor scandals and the popular
Life was reseated at Fairfield. indignation they have aroused
The excellence of the Forensic as excuses for initiating antiCommission
under
Fairfield labor legislation such as "Right
tutelage established a record to Work" laws.
that went unchallenged as the
In the elections, Terry O'Grady
second commission was reseatof St. Michael's College, a freed at the University.
In following its policy of be- quent visitor to Fairfield, the
ing the voice of Catholic Col- man who put on the Industrial
lege thought, the congress voted Relations Workshop at the Uniand passed resolutions urging versity in November, was electNew England Regional
the full support of the Pope's ed
legislation by going to Com- President. He will succeed Fairmunion more often, condemn- field's Jim Rourke.
ing the raiding of college baseball by professional leagues and
urging that a protective policy Fifteen Seniors Elect
be drawn up, and not only conTo Take Special Orals
demning the racketeering in
Because of their excellent
scholastic standing fifteen members of the Senior class elected
to accept the challenge o! a
special oral examination in
philosophy. This new departure
from the usual procedure makes
its appearance for the first time
this year and is restricted to
dean's list men whose competence in philosophy is hereby
acknowledged. Special examiners will conduct the examination for one half hour instead
of the usual fifteen minutes,
oral. Many of these sessions will
be held at a time when the student body will have the chance
to listen in and it is felt that
the competence of the students
being examined will guarantee
On and Off
an interesting and profitable
experience. The following Seniors comprise the list of examthe Campus
inees:
. R. Allenby, A. Avitabile, R.
Boisvert, T. Fitzgerald, E. Garcia, G. Grom, R. Imbro, R. Lisi,
F. Mathews, D. McCarthy, G.
Morrissey, P. Murray, J. Nolan,
V. Paolillo and R. Piscatelli.
(Continued from Page I)
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Drama Review ...
By .!\.LLEN GREER
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execution so necessary for the
continued mounting of tension.
Mr. Catandella fulfilled the part
and topped it with a passionate,
forceful monologue in the ::inal
scene.
MATTHEWS PLAYS
CAPT. QUEEG

Francis O'Rourke's ingenuity as
Lt. Thomas Keefer; James
Mahr's defiance as Lt. William
Keith; Frank Smyth's confidence as Capt. Southard; and
David Papallo's military manner as the court stenographer.
Salvatore Gilberti, Allen Greer,
Salvatore Fama and Robert
Francis X. Matthews, as Cap- McCarthy comprised the juditain Queeg, is a cringing and cial military board.
condescending martinet. When
it is time for Queeg's agonizing
interior struggle to stammer
RIESEL TALK
and mumble and finally roar its
(Continued from Page 1)
way into the open, the force of
the explosion is devastating. National Headquarters of the
Matthews stiffens into shock on Mine 'and Smelter Union is inthe witness stand, his upper lip fested with Soviet agents. In
stretches taut against his teeth, Denver Mr. Riesel disclosed that
and he trembles and laughs and this union produced a film used
rambles and sobs in one of the as propaganda in Russia and
most naked revelations of char- China against the United States.
acter. What was Matthews reMr. Riesel concluded his
ward for such a fine perform- speech with words of praise for
ance? A deathly silent theater, ex-President Harry S. Truman
a stunned audience, and pound- and President Dwight Eisenhowing hearts saw the diminutive er for their leadership against
figure stagger from the stage.
union corruptions. In ConnectiRobert Carroll supplied com- cut he had high praise for Govedy relief and delighted the emor A. Ribicoff who has been
audience as Signalman Junius striving to keep labor racketeerUrban. John Salling stalked his ing out of Connecticut.
prey and fought for conviction
During an interview backwith a storm of protest and ob- stage at th€ conclusion lof the
jections as the prosecuting lecture Mr. Riesel stated that
Judge Advocate. The play is there aTe definitely careers foc
unique i~ that its successful, college graduates in labor. He
presentatlOn dem~mded stel.lar said that "the field is wide open,
performances by Its supportmg the opportunity is great and the
cast which appears as witnesses pay is excellent.
through01.!t the trial. Each man
A crowd of about 850 attendplayed. hIS role to the utmost, ed and enthusiastically applaudre~dermg the play good an,d ed Mr. Riesel throughout the
solId. Such was John Kelly s lecture and at its conclusion.
portrayal of Captain Blakely;
William Margiatta's interpretation of Dr. Bird; Joseph DeCicDRIVE SLOW!
co's mastery as Dr. Lundeen;

The Fairfield U n i v e r sit y
Drama Society presented its
second production, "The Caine
Mutiny Courtmartial," at the
Stratford Shakespearean Theater, May 4. The drama, which
played to an audience estimated at well over eight hundred
persons, was highlighted by the
excellent
performances
of
David Barrett, '59, Kenneth
Catandella, '57, and Francis X.
Matthews, '57.
Herman Wouk's story is a
simple one. A naval lieutenant
is on trial for mutiny in wartime, for, during a typhoon in
the Pacific, he decided that the
skipper of the destroyer-minesweeper Caine was mentally
unbalanced, and he seized control of the ship. The trial is a
sifting of the evidence through
the cold formality of examination and cross-examination of
witnesses before a naval court.
BARRETT PRAISED
FOR ROLE
David Barrett portrayed the
lieutenant Steven Maryk.
The only adequate word that
may be used to sum up Dave's
performance is "Spontaneity."
He enacted the role with such
ease and vitality, and with such
a fresh reality that he completely mastered the part and
entirely captivated the attention of everyone.
The role of the defense attorney, Lt. Barney Greenwald, was
assumed by Ken Catandella. It
was a role which demanded
fatiguing memorization, the accurate timing and cunning of a
clever lawyer, and the expert p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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MERIT TAILORS
Greatest Selection of Men's Formal Wear
in Fairfield County

Cummerbund and Tie Sets Only $4.00
LATEST STYLES
Fine Clothing
and Furnishings

Call VOlunteer 6-3679 for An Evening Appointment
79 Washington Street. South Norwalk. Connecticut

! !
• •

One Flight Up

WHITE

In the Spring a Young Man's Fancy
Turns to Thoughts of New Clothes!

Polished
Cotton

. . . And we have just the ones you've been dreaming
about!

Suits, sport jackets, pants and top coats in the most

wanted fabrics . . . All tailored to a college man's taste.

Ivy

Slacks
7.50

Choose from our wide assortment in a complete range of
sizes.
Men's Shop. Read's East Building. John Street
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GRADUATING CLASS Debating Club Lists
(Continued from Page 1)
Next Year's Schedule
ment. For many, however, there
is yet more polishing which
must be done at various graduate
schools.
The
different
branches of the armed 3ervices
will be the first stop for some
seniors before they go on with
their careers.
No matter what exactly the
individual senior will be doing,
the day of commencement is a
memorable one ... and it is just
that: the day of beginnings.
We would like at this point
to present you with just a few
of the many different avenues
which will be followed by the
men of the class of '57.
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
John Suchower will be busy
with the Fellowship granted
him by the University of Detroit's Engineering School; Joseph Zacakowski, Jr. will be at
B.Y.U.'s Graduate School of
Biology; Walter Shanley will
enter
the
Flower
Medical
School of New York; Peter Rotatori will be at Fordham Law
School; Anthony Pinciaro has
been granted an Assistantship
at Syracuse University; George
Olechowski has been accepted
at Georgetown School of Dentistry; George Morrissey has
received a Fellowship :crom the
Atomic Enegery Commission;
Richard Lisi will be at Georgetown School of Medicine; Edward Garcia plans on graduate
studies in chemistry at Fordham University; Sal Fama has
been granted a Fellowship by
Fairfield; Robert Allenby will
attend Columbia Dental School;
Daniel Shine plans to be with
Western Electric; Fred ;3chaff
will be at Burndy Engineering
School; Ronald Peck will be
with Western Electric; Nicholas
Pagliaro has been hired by McKesson and Robbins; Robert
Newall will attend Wright Tech
in Stamford; George Myers III
plans to be with MontgomeryWard after a hitch in the U.S.
Marine Corps; Ted Larkin will
work for the Southern New
England Telephone Co.; Robert
Imbro will also be with Southern New England as will Paul
Dunn; Charles Keane will be
with Western Electric; John
Hastings will be in the Prospect
School System; Fred Grether
will be with Seward .& Monde
of New Haven; Martin Gilligin
is also going to be with Western
Electric; William Fogarty will
be employed by A. W. Hayden
of Waterbury; Al Baldwin will
receive a commission upon
graduation in the U.S. Marine
Corps through the PLC program; John Blanchard goes into the U.S. Aviation program;
Richard Cox will see six
months of active duty with the
U.S. Army Reserves under the
new six year plan; John Salling will do likewise.
The fields are many and varied and this is not the complete
picture. But perhaps it will be
interesting to the under grads
to know, generally, what the
future plans of the graduating
class are. Good luck to all the
seniors in the coming years!

At the last meeting of the
debating club, there was an
election of officers, and the Stag
would like to extend its congratulations to Bob Carroll who
was elected president, Jim Bigham, who was elected vice-president, Bill Margiotta, corresponding secretary, Bill Grant,
recording
secretary,
Keven
Bergan, treasurer, and Bob
Lyons, publicity Ghairman.
The debating club has quite
a schedule for next year, debating such clubs as Yale, U. Conn.,
Trinity, Holy Cross, Fordham,
Georgetown, and West Point.
The club would like to urge
students to take a more active
Clart in the debating society, for
it is one of the more active
clubs ,)n '-:ampus.
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PRISON STUDY
(Continued from Page 1)
vVomen's Farm and State Prison, Cheshire Reformatory, Meridan School for Boys, and the
Longlane School of Girls. They
spent approximately a half a
day at each place, interviewing
the warden or 3uperintendent,
in some cases the chaplain, and
several of the inmates.
The results of their study was
given mention in a recent issue
of The Catholic Transcript. The
following is reprinted :crom the
April 25 issue of the paper and
was contained in the ..?ditorial
section:
"The Prison Study Committee appointed by Governor
Ribicoff has, in its report, pointed out shortcomings in Connecticut's penal system and
made recommendations. We are

system is correction, not only
in the sense of subjecting prisoners to justice but also in the
sense of straightening them out
and readying them :~or right
living upon their return to society, there should be greater
concern and provision for religion in institutions where prisoners are kept. The work of
chaplains should be facilitated.
They should be enabled to do
as much as possible in the way
of counselling service, and
should have the ;space necessary for this. It would be well,
too, were there a place reserved
for religious services. To have
these in makeshift quarters, in
places used for many other
things, is a mistake. The importance of religion, in itself
and in its role in the process of
rehabilitation, requires ;3uitable
r2cognition. "

WHAT IS A FOUR·HOUR DUEU

WHAT DID CLEOPATRA USEf

Nile Guile

WHEN THE FISHING'S FINE, the gent in our Stickler spends

all day in a dory. He'll take along tons of tackle and buckets
of bait-but if he forgets his Luckies, watch out! By the time
he gets to port, he'll be a mighty Cranky Yankee! You see,
you just can't beat a Lucky for taste. A Lucky is all cigarette
... nothing but fine tobacco-mild, good-tasting tobacco
that's TOASTED to taste even better. So why fish around?
Try Luckies right now. You'll say they're the best-tasting
cigarette you ever smoked!
WHAT'S A MAN WHO STEALS
BABY CLOTHES'

WHAT IS AN ANGRY FISH'

--_

......

.

~
....

.

::.:~:~..

Diaper Swiper

Snarlin' Marlin
808 AaElt.

JAMES WEDDLE.

U.C.L.A.

U. OF CALIFORNIA

RICHARD ZUBER.

RICHARD FROST,

EMORY U.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

WHAT'S AN ATTRACTIVE WORK OF ARH

BETTY FREElAND.

U. OF COLORADO

MARQUETTE

TIME'S RUNNING OUT! We're still shelling out
$25 for every Stickler we accept-and we're still
accepting plenty! But time is getting short-so
start Stickling now! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of
syllables. Send your Sticklers, with your
name, address, college, and class, to
Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount
Vernon, N .-I'Y. And send'em soon!

MURRAY RAE

GEORG'A TECH.

@A.T.Co.

Luckies
Taste
Better

Bees' Knees

Brisk Frisk
U. OF AUlA .. "

Oaken Token

Fetching Etching

CIGARETTES

DYER R_UGGLES. JR.

WHAT IS A WOODEN NICKEL'

JUD PRATHER.

WHAT ARE VERY SMALL JOINTS'

WHAT IS A FAST SEARCH'

Your

Pledge

particularly interested in section ten of the report, which is
entitled "Religious Facilities."
It is a short section which affirms the committee's belief
that 'suitable facilities for religious instruction and moral
guidance should be important
parts of any sound Gorrectional
system.' In a footnote there is
quoted a survey made by Fairfield University's department of
sociology. This survey finds that
(1) there is no overall policy of
religious guidance; (2) there is
no overall policy Goncerning
moral conditions; (3) there is
no adequate use of Ghaplains;
(4) there is no adequate plan
for religious services; (5) there
is but a minimum of space assigned for counselling and preservation of records by chaplains.
"Here are serious defects indeed. If the object of a penal

•

Don't Forget

Shadowbrook
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"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER •••
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I

cfZ ~ J'~-J'~

is our middle rtaml
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The DB ,ace Pete Brown
seemed to have the Fairfield
batters handcuffed until the
eighth when back -. to - back
~
smgles by Redway, Frank McGowan, and Cerulli gave FairGetting off to a slow start the Red Stags have dropped field its Eourth, fifth and sixth
five out of their first six games. In the all important game tallies.
against Bridgeport the charges of Coach Jim Hanrahan
Seton Hall .10, Fairfield 1
Seton Hall pIcked up a scratch
.
.
spotted the Purple Kmghts five runs only to score SIX run in the first inning and the
in the late innings behind the strong chucking of Ed game developed into a pitching
Cer lli ho fanned an even dozen VB batsman.
duel between Dave Too~ey and
U
W
John Green. In the sIxth the
Jack Redway, sop~ second'~
Pirates exploded :lioc four runs,
s&ck.er, tops the team wIth a .333 three trips to, the plate, Redway adding three in the seventh and
battmg aVeil"age. Th.e Ie f t y banged out a double and a two in the eighth. George lVIcsWInger poses a for~11ldable fig- triple.
Goldrick scored the only run
ure at the plate wIth hIS MuA strong north wind and a 45 when he reached first with a
sial-like crouch. Backstop Lair- degree temperature made the single and came around on an
ry Fayette has been beltmg the weather especially difficult to error and an infield out.
apple with consistency lately play in.
Fa/.leigh Dickenson 9, Fairfield 3
and has moved up to fifth spot
Bri.1geport 5, Fairfield 6
Four runs in the seventh inil: the order from eighth.
Single runs in the first and r:ing broke up a tight ball game
Waterbury's Dave To. 0: m e y second innings, and three more and allowed Fairleigh Dickenpossesses all the necessItIes of in the third gave the boys from son to clinch its tenth win of
dev.eloping into a .top-~otch col- Seaside a quick 5-0 advantage the season. Toomey absorbed
leglate pItcher. HI~ pOIse, spe~d, The Stags chipped away for tWlO his third straight loss. McGowc.o~trol and a vanety of dehy- n:ns in the fifth, ·one in the sev- an and Redway each had a pair
enes assure success, WhICh WIll enth and three more in the of safeties.
come with experience.
eighth innin cr to edge the
I
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Rider 14, Fairfield 1
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The disastrous opener for the Ed Cerulli survived a rock; F . ~n~~
I 0 d\ 0"i! e
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Stags revealed many weakness- three innings and then settled all' e b tr~unt - ~iper 0 ht e
es. both in the offense and de- down to blank the opposition for ~eason'h ~ ~ we~ t ors~oug l~s
fei-Ise. Jack Madder registered the remaining six frames to onda coed .a ? ~t' , ago rta y
.
th
b k
an coppe I t s InI 18J~ VIC ory.
I eI "K'"
s I n e score- 00 earn his first victory of the "'h G 1 PIC
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th
",-hile his Rider teammates campaign
The hefty right-: e afie St
de . up
re~ ruthns
th
SIX
pounded out 17 base hits off handel' g~ined strength and the ~r. t~' rs . an T
more In the

Stags Beat Bridgeport 6-5;
Drop Five Out Of First Six

I

of Cerulli, Ed Skinski, and Ed
Zadravec. Redway and Geo.rge
McGoldrick collected the only
two Fairfield hits.
N. H. Teachers 4, Fairfield 1
Dave Toomey allowed only
three hits in his seasonal debut,
but coupled with eight free
passes, these safeties led to the
second straight Stag defeat. In

game- progressed and really had '~urt" Inru~1' . oo~eYl was
it in the tight spots.
s ar mg an osmg ur er.
A fine running catch by
Buddy Waters in deep left field
saved the game for the Men in
I?ed in the final frame. The fleet
left fielder was off with the
crack of the bat and caught up
with a sharp line with his back
to the plate.

BUY

Carnival Chatter
Congratulations and many
thanks to Chairman Ed Reynolds for planning, arranging,
and
promoting
the
Junior
Prom. His tireless efforts of the
previous weeks assured success
of the event ... Some sixty-odd
couples dined and danced at
the Vet's Club post-prom party
at the Fairfield Inn ... The Ed
Graf Orchestra provided the
rhythm ... Mike Rossi filled in
during the intermission with
some keyboard magic in the
Eddy Duchin style . . . At the
Longshore, John Hall took more
nix for the Manor and Stag
than Alfred Eisenstadt did in

ten years . . . The engagement
of Chairman Reynolds and
Betty Ann Lewis was announced ... The "Ox" is now accepting all types of used furniture,
old colored TV cets, refrigerators, etc. . . . Stag chieftains
Bill Keish and Paul Nagy observed the gaiety with their
dates Doris Walsh and Nancy
Begley
. . MC Vince Martin
has a dead-pan expression that
would put Ed Sullivan to shame
... After expressing disappointment in not seeing the campus
or the dogwood, Carmel Quinn
received a spray of the spring
:1owel'.

FAIRFIELD UNIVE~SITY
TRACK RECORD
1956
DATE
TIME
PLACE
EVENT
100 yard's
:09.8 Alumni Field
5/17/50
220 yards
:23.2 Alumni Field
5/17/50
High Hurdles
:16.2 Providence
5/31/51
:26.8 Alumni Field
"Low Hurdles
4/30/57
440 yards
:53.7 White Plains
4/13/51
2:08.6 Alumni Field
880 yards
5/18/56
4:48.3 Alumni Field
1 Mile
5/1/55
10:52 White Plains
2 Miles
5/4/55
11' Alumni Field.
Pole Vault
4/27/55
6' White Plains
High Jump
4/13/51
20'6% Seaside Park
Broad Jump
4/29/53
41'8%" Alumni Field
5/7/57
Shot Put
4/28/56 124'3%" Alumni Field
Discus
e Javelin
165'10" New Britain
5/17/52
3:46.4 Alumni Field
Mile Relay
5/20/51

liz MiJe Relay

5/13/50

1:36.4 Alumni Field

I

NAME
Conroy '51
Conroy '51
L. Roche '54
A. Champ '59
Dowling '52
Garvey '52
J. Smyth '56
J. Smyth '56
Rackiewicz '55
Bacik '54
D'Elia '55
R. Zysk '58
Jossick '58
Long '52
D'Elia "55
Jaser '54
Miko '51
Dowling '52
Conroy '51
Rice '51
Miko '51
Lo Ricco '52

"'Broken by Tony Champ-5/2/57-:26.8

AS NAVIGATOR OR PILOT
The flying U. S. Air Force is a team of men who command the aircraft and men
who plan the attack. These are the pilots and navigators, both equally important to
the defense of America.

GET ON
THE TEAM
THAT DEFENDS
AMERICA

You, as a young man of intelligence and sound physical health, may join this
select group. in the world's 'most exciting and rewarding adventure. Your training
will stand you in good stead, whatever your future plans may be-and you'll be
earning over $6,000 a year 18 months after training.*
If you are between 19 and 26V2 years of age, investigate your opportunities as an
Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force. Priority consideration is now being given to
college graduates. For details, write: Aviation Cadet Information, P. O. Box 7608,
Wash i ngton 4, D. C.
'Based on pay of married 1st Lieutenant on
flight status with 2 years' service or more.

Graduate -Then Fly., .U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

